
Question 2 Response: Speed Bumps 
22 respondents mentioned this solution.   
95.45% were for speed bumps, and 4.55% were against this solution. 

For Against 

Ya can't.  We can't even get people to stop drinking and driving, 
or texting and driving.  Everybody knows the rules.  The speed 
limit and other regulations are very well posted.  The only thing, 
I think could really make an impact is inverted speed bumps.  
Make them a depression instead of a rise. 

I don't know if u can.  I live on Luce road and we had 
a real problem with speeders.  We put those raised 
bumps on the road and people still fly over them.  
The real problem is people looking at their phones 
and not paying attention.  I don't know what the real 
answer is. 

You can’t educate drivers to pay more attention but you can 
install speed humps that enforce the desired outcome. You 
could also have a police presence. 

 

Speed bumps, street cameras, police presence, flashing signs 
stating what the speed is, and what the drivers speed is... 

 

They will pay attention to speed bumps when they feel it on 
their suspension systems or police officer speed traps in their 
wallets.  I don't want our community to be like Tampa's 
Bayshore Blvd where people fly through there all the time.  Like 
Lake Hollingsworth people walk around Lake Morton for fitness 
reasons because it's a beautiful place.  Let's keep it safe for 
ourselves and the animals. 

 

Speed bumps. 

Sped bumps, lower speed limit  

You change their behavior by bringing in elements to make 
them pay attention to the road. Speed bumps or raised 
crosswalks are probably the best options. 

Speed bumps around the lakes would be a great way to make 
drivers, bikers, joggers and animals have a safer place for them 
and anyone who visits the lakes. 

 

Speed bumps ... People do what they want, not what they are 
told. Install the speed bumps! 

  

Speed Humps will do much more than trying to "educate" those 
drivers who just don't care !! 

  

Make the road bumpy to slow drivers.   

I think speed humps or just plain bumps would get their 
attention. It maybe excessive but it calls for drastic measures. 
And post a police officer their. The wildlife cannot protect 
themselves so it is the cities responsibility to do so. If it’s a little 
drastic so be it. 

  

Lower the speed limit, add speed humps, include automatic 
radar detectors that alert drivers to their speed. 

  

Flashing lights, speed humps   

all of the things i stated above.  the lake needs flashing lights 
and speed bumps or human being's directing traffic. 

 

Flashing lights, more speed bumps and more tickets being 
issued. 

 

  



For Against 

Flashing lights, speed bumps, setting up a few speed traps off 
and on etc. 

  

I think that using your phone and driving is a big problem in 
todays society. First, i think it needs to be more talked about 
and taught about more. On top of that, adding speed bumps or 
raised crosswalks will also help those driving to pay attention to 
the road in front of them. 

  

Flashing beacons/signage around the lake with speed limit. 
Raised walkways/speed bumps 5x around the lake   

Post swan crossing signs around town. (I’ve never seen one if 
there even are any) People will see these and realize they 
probably should pay attention or they will hit these creatures. 
Do something on social media like create a profile photo frame 
for protecting the swans and our citizens. Get people thinking 
even before they get behind the wheel. Other than that all you 
can do is create obstacles like round abouts and speed bumps 
to get people to slow down. 

  

After they pay a fine or two they will take notice and obey or 
know they have to pay. This is only on one small section of the 
lake.  I know many more have been killed near Crystal Lake .   
Speed bumps are annoying  but if they save lives it is so worth 
it.  Please post LPD officers more often to write tickets.  Have 
officers at various times of the day and night, random times. 
Word will get out. 

  

Sub Total For = 21 Against = 1  

Grand Total 22   

 


